
ENABLING DECENTRALIZED FREEDOM 
WITH AN ALL-IN-ONE WALLET & 

WEB3 BROWSER



WHAT IS INFINITY? 

Infinity Wallet is the first all-in-one wallet 
ecosystem & Web3 Browser! Offering a unique 
and world-class experience via an unparalleled 
interface and wide range of services & 
features, which establish it as a leading 
all-in-one, non-custodial, multi-chain wallet 
and Web3 gateway. Fulfilling all a user's DeFi, 
Web3, NFT, Payment & Crypto needs in a 
single one-stop platform!

POWERING DEFI & WEB3 

From day one, we’ve been committed to 
delivering a product built for mass adoption, 
enhancing the user experience, and enabling a 
seamless, secure and more curated in-platform 
experience. That is the core of how the Infinity 
Wallet has been designed and forged.



From day one, we could see that blockchain would change the world. 
This has inspired our mission to be at the forefront of the decentralized 
revolution, paving adoption of DeFi and Web 3.0. Through focusing on 
providing a premium, easy to use, feature rich and seamless one-stop 
experience, we seek to empower easy adoption globally for all.

ENABLING A 
DECENTRALIZED FUTURE

GLOBAL ADOPTION 
IS INEVITABLE
Experts, analysts and financial gurus are predicting it, but we BELIEVE it! 
By 2035, more than half of the world will move away from the traditional 
financial system (web 2.0) and advance towards decentralized finance 
(web 3.0), and Infinity Wallet shall be the pathway that enables everyone 
to seamlessly do so.
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WE’RE CATERING TO THE MAJOR GAPS 
IN THE DEFI AND WEB3 MARKET:

POOR
USER 
EXPERIENCE

LACK OF A 
ONE-STOP 
SOLUTION

LIMITED 
WEB3 
ACCESS 

PROBLEM

DeFi is difficult to use, while 
CeFi compromises on security;

Unprofessional and outdated 
interfaces, lacking quality or 
basic UX;

Poor or no customer service & 
support;

Built with developers in mind 
rather than less tech-savvy 
users;

Limited in-platform features & 
services (lacking a curated and 
one-stop experience);

Time-consuming & not cost 
effective (learning and using 
multiple different platforms);

Limited multi-chain (EVM & non 
EVM) support (requiring use of 
multiple wallets & services);

Limited wallet type options;

Hard to find & use DApps;

Limited cross-chain support for 
WEB3 (EVM & non-EVM);

Web3 on desktop limited to 
browser extensions, which are not 
built for mass adoption and have 
poor UX with limited functionality 
and usability;

Unable to use DApps across 
different chains at the same time;



A one-stop multi-chain Wallet Ecosystem & Web3 Browser,  
providing a complete solution with a full spectrum of DeFi 

services to tap into the needs of users, with a focus on security, 
accessibility and usability. Enhancing the user experience and 
providing a more curated in-platform experience, lowering the 

barrier to entry for seamless adoption of decentralized finance, 
cross-border payments, NFTs and Web3 globally!

SOLUTION



01 POWERING WEB3  
& DEFI ADOPTION
Infinity Wallet & Web3 Browser are the core 
component needed to access & adopt DeFi 
& Web3. Powering the new financial and 
decentralized cross-chain infrastructure, 
for anything such as DApps, DeFi, Games, 
NFTs, Metaverse, and limitless other 
decentralized products/services

ALL-IN-ONE 
ACCESS POINT 
Users today are required to use multiple 
wallets, services and platforms to cater for 
their needs. We’re here to change that, by 
combining functionality and usability, 
empowering users with a single point of 
access for their every need and chain 
(EVM & non-EVM) in a one-stop platform 
ecosystem

ACCESSIBILITY & 
USER EXPERIENCE 
We’re constantly building and are focused 
on consistently launching new features & 
services to meet users’ demands and 
expectations. Facilitating easier accessibility 
through a frictionless user experience & 
interface for all, whether they’re a crypto 
expert or accessing for the first time

UNPARALLELED 
SECURITY 
Users have lost too much from trusting 
centralized platforms to hold their crypto. 
We take security very seriously, leveraging 
self-custodial and decentralized 
protocols/services, providing users with 
complete control of their digital assets and 
data
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FEATURES
Some of Infinity Wallet's features and advancements



01.PORTFOLIO 
DASHBOARD
Easily track & manage 
your entire portfolio at a 
glance; view asset 
allocations, earnings, 
historical charts, price 
data and much more in 
real-time.

FEATURES



02.WALLET 
MANAGEMENT
A global DeFi payment 
platform for instant 
payments, store, send, 
receive and manage over 
250,000+ assets across 
supported chains. With 
live balance tracking, 
charts, complete 
in-depth transaction 
records, notifications on 
transaction status & 
more.

FEATURES



03.CROSS-BORDER 
PAYMENTS
Instantly send and 
receive cross-border 
crypto payments globally 
without delays. Via wallet 
address, Web3 domain / 
name, payment requests 
or QR codes.

FEATURES



04.WEB3 & DAPP 
BROWSER
Instantly connect to any 
Web3 platform or DApp 
without the need to use 
unintuitive, unfriendly 
and feature lacking 
browser extensions, 
using our WEB3 Browser, 
the first on Desktop!

FEATURES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5B2zaw56dEk


05.WEB3 & DAPP 
STORE
Explore the world of Web3. 
Easily discover, learn and 
use thousands of DApps & 
Web3 platforms, across a 
wide range of categories 
and chains. While never 
needing to change chain!

FEATURES



06.EASILY SWAP & 
BRIDGE
Swap or bridge in 
minutes at the best rate 
between hundreds of 
tokens & dozens of 
chains, allowing for the 
best user experience and 
easy onboarding.

FEATURES



07.DEX 
AGGREGATOR
Aggregates decentralized 
exchanges to enable fully 
decentralized swapping at 
the best rate.

FEATURES



08.FIAT ON & OFF 
RAMP
Easily buy or sell crypto 
at a click of a button, 
enabling seamless 
onboarding into the 
crypto ecosystem.

FEATURES



09.MANAGE & 
TRADE NFTS
View, manage and trade 
all your NFTs across 
multiple chains within a 
single platform at a click 
of a button.

FEATURES



10.MARKET STATS
Monitor the entire crypto 
market (coins/exchanges) 
in real-time at your 
fingertips.

FEATURES



11.INDIVIDUAL 
ASSET STATS
Easily monitor and 
analyze thousands of 
coins and tokens or 
exchanges in real-time. 
With in-depth stats, 
charts, price tracking and 
price movement alerts.

FEATURES



12.NEWS
Always stay up to date 
with the latest crypto 
news & announcements 
from multiple 
aggregated sources.

FEATURES



13.TRANSACTION 
HISTORY
Never lose track of your 
transactions, with access 
to your wallet's complete 
transaction history, 
including advanced 
details, DApp detection 
and support for all 
transaction types.

FEATURES



14.CUSTOM TOKEN 
IMPORTING
Add any token on 
supported chains to 
your portfolio, for 
sending/receiving & 
interacting with DApps.

FEATURES



15.DECENTRALIZED 
REQUESTS
Easily generate payment 
requests and share, to 
request crypto directly to 
your wallet. 

FEATURES



16.WALLET 
CONNECT

FEATURES

One-click login with 
DApps & Web3 
platforms across 
multiple supported 
chains, either on the 
web via a browser or a 
platform's own client.



17.DRAG & SCAN
Use our Drag & Scan QR 
technology to easily send 
crypto, connect with 
DApps or Web3 platforms 
and more on desktop.

FEATURES



COMING SOON 
TO MOBILE! 



Our focus is set on 
establishing the 
Infinity Wallet as an 
all-in-one platform for 
DeFi and web 3.0. We 
will further achieve 
this by building:

OUR ROADMAP Fiat on/off ramp (one-click buying & selling with recurring payments)

Unique mobile wallet release (Android & iOS)

Cross-chain DeFi Aggregator (aggregating DeFi under one roof)

In-wallet staking tokens/chains

Referral/Affiliate Program

Hardware wallet support (along with future Infinity Hardware Wallet)

DeFi Lending & Borrowing (earn from lending & easily one-click borrow)

Advanced trading interface for centralized & decentralized 
exchanges (making it possible to monitor & perform any trading 
activities within a single interface for seamless usability)

Infinity DeFi Crypto Card (enabling real-world spending)

Crypto bags (ability to buy a single index to gain exposure to multiple 
cryptos, in a single click)

New wallet types (social wallets, cloud wallets and more)

Standalone Web3 Browser & Browser extension (to fit a wider 
market of users, delivering a solution for all types of users needs)

& much more…



SEAMLESS UX

POOR UX

FEATURE-
RICH

FEATURE-
POOR

COMPETITIVE 
LANDSCAPE



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

A superior & seamless user 
experience is what our brand 
stands for. From premium user 
interface, to live user support, low 
fees, easy onboarding & new wallet 
options. Enabling crypto adoption 
by the less tech-savvy user

ENHANCED USER 
EXPERIENCE

Support for all chain types 
(EVM, non-EVM & L2s). 
Allowing for seamless use of all 
chains within a single platform, 
for easier interoperability 
between chains & removing the 
need for multiple wallets

ALL CHAINS ONE 
PLATFORM

The first standalone Web3 
Browser & DApp Store on desktop. 
Providing a simpler, more 
accessible medium to discover 
and use Web3, removing the need 
for unfriendly & feature-lacking 
browser extensions

FIRST 
MOVERS

We've been involved in the crypto space 
for close to 10 years. Having gained a 
vast amount of experience within the 
industry, and a deep understanding of 
the issues seen today and what is 
missing & needed to onboard the next 1 
billion users to DeFi & Web3

A VETERAN 
TEAM

Delivering a more curated in-platform 
experience, with a spectrum of constantly 
growing features, services & protocols 
directly accessible. As a one-stop solution 
for all a user's DeFi, Web3, NFT, Crypto 
and Payment needs

A COMPLETE  
SOLUTION



partner@infinitywallet.io 

infinitywallet.io

https://twitter.com/InfinityWallet 

A DECENTRALIZED 
TOMORROWTODAY!
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